
KISAR GROUND SEARCH OPERATIONAL CHECKLIST

Initials/Date

SAR-TECH

Member completed online SAR-TECH III course  

HEALTH AND STAMINA

Member is capable of safely performing 3 days of strenuous  

searching carrying all required personal and group gear

AVAILABILITY

Member has attended more than 50% of meetings, trainings,  

and call outs.

FIRST AID & CPR

Member has had a Basic Wilderness First Aid and CPR course  

or equivalent

MEDICAL EVACUATION

Member is able to lead the following evacuation methods:

One person carries  

Two person carries  

Patent Packaging for:  

Stokes Litter  

SKED Litter  

Helo Hoisting  

SEARCH STRATEGY/ICS

Member shall have in depth understanding of the following terms:

Probability of Detection (POD) and POD's of different strategies  

Probability of Area (POA)  

Probability of Success (POS) and how to calculate it  

Place Last Known (PLK)  

Place Last Seen (PLS)  

Mattson Consensus  

Lost Person Behavior  

Be competent in leading a group of non-trained searchers:  

Hasty Search  

Course Grid  

Fine Grid  

Sound Sweep  

K-9 SUPPORT FAMILIARIZATION

Member accompanied K-9 handler/dog team on

3 training searches:

#1  

#2  

#3  



NAVIGATION

Member is has thorough understanding of the following skills and

can perform them day or night:

Orient a Map  

Know the Difference Between True and Magnetic North  

Follow a Bearing  

Get a Bearing from a Map  

Triangulate Your Position on a Map  

Know Basic Map Symbols  

Know How to Read Contour Lines  

COMMUNICATION

Member has thorough understanding of Radio Operation and  

Proper Radio Protocol

AIRCRAFT PROTOCOL

Member has thorough understanding of aircraft safety and can  

perform the following:

Safely embark/disembark from dynamic helo 

Set up a landing zone for a helicopter  

Demonstrate proficiency in ground operation for helicopter hoist  

Use smoke/flare to mark location for inbound helicopter

Demonstrate basic hand signals for use with helicopter op's

Demonstrate radio vectoring of helocopter to your location

OUTDOOR SURVIVAL

Member is capable of spending at least 24 hours in  

the field with minimal equipment and ensuring the safety of

other searchers

FIELD INTERVIEW/INFORMATION HANDLING

Member is familiar with handling sensitive information and  

interview skills

when dealing with witnesses and the public

CRIME SCENE PROTECTION

Member shall be familiar with basic crime scene protection,  

chain of evidence and documentation
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